TESTIMONIAL FORM.
1. Your Name:
JP. – California, USA.
2. How did you learn about CI Abogados (the “Firm”)?:
Recommended by a Notario.
3.

Was your experience in dealing with our Firm a positive one? If so, please elaborate on what
differentiates us in your opinion in comparison to other Mexican Lawyers or Firms you have dealt with in
the past?:
We received excellent service from CI Abogados. Gerardo Martinez was very prompt in responding to us when
we first reached out to him, and he and his colleagues were meticulous and efficient in sizing up our situation.
They then quickly made clear, useful recommendations to us, and did so within the budgetary constraints we
explained to them we were under. No other lawyers we have worked with in Mexico have been as thoroughly
professional as Gerardo. We haven’t always had the necessary budget to avail ourselves of the level of
professionalism Gerardo and CI Abogados have exhibited in our work with them so far, but when our challenges
have called for it, we have been and expect to continue to be in good hands with Gerardo and his colleagues.
4. What did our Firm do for you?:
A family member and I have been exploring the possibility of purchasing an income property in Mexico…..
Gerardo and his colleagues helped us understand how we could try to protect ourselves from further
opportunistic behavior on the part of the sellers. In addition, since the agreement we drew up originally with the
other party was not as well crafted as might have been optimal (it was NOT done by Gerardo or anyone else at
CI), CI Abogados was also able to point out some of the weaknesses of our initial agreement and recommend
steps needed to address them.
5. Would you recommend CI to a friend, family or colleague?:
Yes, certainly.
6. Will you continue to use CI?:
Yes if need be. We are hoping our troubles have now abated enough that we will not need to ‘call in the heavy
thunder’ that Gerardo and CI Abogados are capable of deploying for us… we feel reassured to know we have legal
help of the caliber Gerardo and CI Abogados can provide at the ready.
7. May we use your testimonial on CI’s web page and cite your name and comments?:
I would not like my full name to appear on the Web in connection with this embarrassing and disturbing
experience, in part because our legal troubles might flare up again and we do not want the other party or their
legal team to know who is on our legal bench ahead of time by simply searching the web….
8.

Other comments and/or observations.

My thanks again to all of you for your assistance with our matter so far.

